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The Apple Watch reveals Saudi Arabia?
Breaking News - Breaking News -

Istanbul, 13.10.2018, 18:22 Uhr

GDN - The critical journalist Khashoggi has probably transmitted his own murder through the audio file to his smart phone through his
worn Apple Watch.  

Before entering the consulate, the Saudi journalist handed over his smart phone to his fiancée, who was waiting in front of the
consulate. The worn Apple Watch could transmit important audio files to the fiancée“™s smart phone.
This reports the fiancée as well as the Turkish newspaper "Sabah".
The source further reports that important tape recordings of what had happened at the consulate were recorded.

The Apple Watch has been linked to his smart phone and has probably saved his execution in the Saudi consulate. The 59-year-old
journalist is highly regarded worldwide and has previously worked for various Saudi Arabian and international media.
Washington Post, but also the German magazine "Spiegel" has provided Jamal with press reports.

At the beginning of his journalistic career he sympathized with Islamists and Salafists. A little later, Jamal turned to liberal ideas and
fell out of favor with the Saudis.
Jamal Khashoggi openly criticized the interference and military intervention in Yemen as well as the blockade against the Gulf Emirate
of Qatar.
This honorable circumstance of his conscience for advocating a liberal policy brought the Saudi journalist into conflict with the religious
establishment in Saudi Arabia.

Turkey is now called by the German Daily News to fully and comprehensively disclose the announced evidence to the world public.

The Western world and powerful corporations are boycotting Saudi Arabia's economic summit. However, the Siemens group wants to
come to the economic summit. The latter is likely to cause a suspected image problem for the Siemens Group worldwide.

Bericht online:
https://www.germandailynews.com/bericht-113415/the-apple-watch-reveals-saudi-arabia.html
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